Generating a stable cell line expressing YFP-tagged Protein Kinase C delta
Membrane localization of PKCd

Background

● Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) is a tumor promoter
drug that activates PKCs and localizes the enzymes to cellular
membrane.

Goal
Generate a stable HEK293F cell line expressing YFP-tagged PKCd
and examine cellular protein behavior upon activation by the
phorbol ester PMA.
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● PKCd is a member of the novel PKC isoforms that has the most
phosphorylation sites, and is relevant to cardiac diseases,
prostate cancer, and leukemia.
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● Protein kinase C is a family of kinases that phosphorylate serine
and threonine in many target proteins. Despite sharing generic
structural and mechanistic similarities, members of the PKC
family have distinct tissue expression and cellular localization,
spanning across diverse physiological functions.
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Figure 2: Distribution of YFP-PKCd in HEK293F cells and activation under varying concentrations
of PMA. Protein expression and membrane localization is shown through fluorescently signal in
the YFP channel. The nucleus is stained with NucRed.
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Conclusion
Transfected cells in resting stage (top panel, control) has PKCd population present throughout the cytoplasm. When activated by PMA, YFPtagged PKCd migrate to the cell membrane within the course of 15 minutes, consistent to what is known about activation mechanism of the
PKC family. The 100nM and 200nM PMA treatments were effective in activating PKCd with less significant damage to the cells.

Figure 1: Cells transfected with YFP-PKCd. YFP tag allows for protein to be
fluorescent.
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